Immunization by application of DNA vaccine onto a skin area wherein the hair follicles have been induced into anagen-onset stage.
An attractive approach to immunization is to apply DNA vaccine topically onto the skin. However, it is important to ensure that a strong immune response is induced without disrupting the skin stratum corneum. The hair follicles have been shown to be the major portal of entry for DNA applied onto the skin, and it has been reported that the transfection of hair follicle cells occurs mainly at the onset of a new growing stage of the hair cycle. Using an anthrax protective antigen (PA) protein-encoding plasmid in mice, we demonstrated that the anti-PA immune responses were significantly stronger when the hair follicles in the application area were induced into anagen-onset stage than when in telogen stage. The anti-PA antibodies enabled the immunized mice to survive a lethal dose of anthrax lethal toxin challenge. The enhanced immune responses can be partially attributed to the enhanced antigen gene expression and plasmid DNA uptake in the skin area wherein the hair follicles were induced into anagen-onset stage. Moreover, the moderate dermal inflammation associated with the anagen induction may also have contributed to the enhancement of the resultant immune response. This represents a novel approach to enhancing the immune response induced by a topically applied DNA vaccine.